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Junghans FORM A Chronoscope:

Metropolitan Top FORM

Cool. Clean. Colourful.  

FORM A Chronoscope
  

This watch is impressive in its straightforward design, clear color scheme, and inexhaustible 

mechanics: the new FORM A Chronoscope by Junghans carries the spirit of New York with it, 

bringing the dynamic, vibrant metropolis to the wrist – and never sleeping, just like the city 

that inspired it. Worn regularly, the automatic chronograph movement provides itself with 

constant energy, making the FORM A Chronoscope perfect for young city dwellers with no 

time to lose.



From Schramberg, Germany to the world.

The name says it all: the FORM unites classic watch making 

with modern design. And Junghans masters both. The 

three new variations extending the FORM A Chronoscope 

line prove this impressively with a shiny, black-coated 

stainless steel case underscoring the clean design. The 

dial with matte black surface and handset in gunmetal 

form an exciting combination underscored by concave 

chronograph totalizers and day and date displays perfect-

ly placed within the clear, symmetrical dial design. Accents 

in orange, grey, and a curry hue on the hour indexes and 

baton hands guarantee reliable visibility of the time thanks to a layer of colorful fluorescent 

coating – whether in the hectic of the day or late at night in the city that never sleeps.

The play between the case and dial colors is picked up by the leather straps, which  continue 

the sporty modern design with matching colors. While automatic Caliber J880.1 turns the 

 dynamic motion of the wearer into a precise, persevering display of the time, the sapphire 

crystal, which is anti-reflective on both sides, and a water resistance of 5 bar complete the 

FORM A Chronoscope’s readiness for the concrete jungle.

 

But that is not all: the watch’s pulsating big-city energy is reflected in the sapphire crystal 

of the case back, which displays the “Times Square” motif of British artist Richard Macneil.  



FORM A Chronoscope
Features

Calibre:  self-winding movement J880.1 with power reserve of up to 56 hours 
( without chronoscope function), date, weekday (available with German and 
English weekday display), small second

Chronoscope:  stop second, 30-minute and 12-hour counter 

Case: polished stainless steel, black PVD-coated, Ø 42.0 mm, height 13.7 mm, 
 4-times screwed case back with printed motif „Times Square“ from 
 Richard Macneil 

Glass: 	 flat	sapphire	crystal	with	anti-reflection	coating	on	both	sides

Dial:	 matt	black,	bowl-shaped
 Hour markings 1 to 5 and 7 to 11 with environmentally friendly luminous 
 substance:
 Ref. 27/4370.00: orange
 Ref. 27/4371.00: grey
 Ref. 27/4382.00: curry

Hands: Hour and minute hands as well as counterweight of stop second hand with 
environmentally friendly luminous substance

 Coloured tip of stop second hand matching the hour markings

Strap: Leather strap with black lining leather, black PVD-coated stainless steel 
buckle

Water-resistant: up to 5 bar
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